ART OF MEDICINE
Why Would Having Learned to Cope While Waiting for This Appointment Make This Pain Normal?
Julia O’Brien

Abstract
This comic investigates ethical dimensions of the experiences of patients whose pain has become normalized while waiting for clinical attention.

Figure. Detail from Reading the Busy Calendar of a Busy Body

(Click here to view the entire graphic narrative.)
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Caption
This story takes place within an artist’s calendar as they self-reflect on the anxiety of seeking medical help after experiencing painful symptoms that have already become routine. Most physicians schedule appointments months in advance, requiring patients to suffer pain that remains clinically unassessed. Ironically, some patients’ capacity to cope with pain that is neither assessed nor mitigated by clinical means suggests to some clinicians that their pain is bearable; this form of iatrogenic harm is exacerbated when patients’ experiences are ongoing, anxiety generating, and discredited by the very clinicians called upon to help them. As in the comic, people whose suffering has become “both expected and taboo” often wait until their condition worsens. Many patients prepare to make the most of their visit, struggling to find the right language (ie, terminology) to be taken seriously.
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